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This week's topics:
1. First kiss, first dance
2. Bushwacking?
3. Favorite late night parking place
4. Who had the best french fries, best malt, best burger, best hot dog in the Rapids?
5. Who were the famous individuals who made tracks into the field on the way back from Point.
You know who you are and where you were.
and (not many) responses:

Gary Simmet - hotrod_55vick@hotmail.com
The best fries were at the Palace pool hall, the malt was at Wilpolts and the best burger was at the Charcoal Grill, don't
remember eating hotdogs anywhere except sporting events.

Kathy Gotter - gotterkd@yahoo.com
The best malts of course were at Herschlebs. But what I remember most from the day are the flavored cokes (Cherry with
salt or vanilla) and the phosphates at the Friendly Fountain. I sure miss them but I did find a place in Manitowoc that still
serves the phosphates (at least a few years ago).
Note: Don't forget the Class of 64 will celebrate their 50th class reunion on July 25th and 26th. Looking forward to seeing
all of the classmates. Wish more locals would attend. Those of us from far away would sure like to see all of you. We
have a tour of our old LHS scheduled at 4 pm on Friday thanks to Linda White Sullivan. Golf is planned on Saturday
morning thanks to Dick Arnoldy.
We have lost 53 classmates over the years and will remember each of them at the reunion thanks to Shirley Black
Hartley's display.
Do not think of the miles we have gone or will go......
But think rather of the memories we have made and have yet to make.......
See you soon!
Keep Smiling!!!!
Kathy
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